An Icelandic guy told me this story once:

His name was Bjarki, and he loved a girl called G so very much that he baked her some bread so she would love him back. To cook the bread he stole a hair from her head and he picked a plant from the mountains whose name he wouldn’t tell me so I wouldn’t attempt to do this myself. Then he baked the bread with the hair and the herb and offered it to G. G ate it and fell in love with him. And they would have lived happily ever after if Bjarki had never told her about his bread trick. When she found out, she went mad and left, and Bjarki never saw her again. Just like when in the Pyrenees you tell a goja (aka a water nymph) that she is a water nymph, and then she leaves and you never see her again.

When I lived in Iceland I drew a map and I marked on it everything I saw and all the legends and ghost stories I was told. Then I sent it to my loved one and then he loved me back, just as if I had sent him some warm bread.

One day O said he wanted to go to all the places I had marked on the map (and we bought plane tickets to Iceland and I paid €400 to rent a car).

And then I thought I would write a novel. A novel about the bread, the magic map, the trip we would do, the stories I was told the first time and the stories we would be told the second time.

It would have been a great novel. It would have received grants to write it and prizes to publish it and then more prizes for already published novels. But you know how ideas are like seeds. You plant them and some grow tall and green and some just never do.

Notes on a novel (that I am not going to write) or the swimming pool, or the hair, the herb and the bread, or the tomato plant is Irene Solà’s project for Barcelona Producció for digital environments.

notesonanovel.com is a project about seeds that never grow, or about planting an apple tree but growing a tomato plant. It is the preparation for a novel that no one any longer intends to write. It is a novel that was never written and everything it could have been. It is a project about writing in the digital era, as the notes for this novel are going to be written online in a public folder on Google Drive. It is a meta-novel made up of all the plots, snippets and fragments, dialogues, notes and ideas, and discarded material that were never braided. And it is also a swimming pool full of thoughts, books, articles, conversations, questions, discoveries, investigations, anecdotes and stories.

You can read Notes on a novel here notesonanovel.com
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